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Fatima began by ensuring everyone was aware of how the Zoom 
demonstration was going to work.  She explained that she would mute 
everyone when she started so that there were no extraneous noises as she 
was talking and demonstrating but there would be a short break halfway 
through when people could chat and ask questions.  There is also the facility to 
use the Chat at the bottom of the screen.  Olga Salgado co-hosted and she 
relayed any questions to Fatima while she worked.  
 

Fatima began by talking about 
the artists who inspire her when 
she is working in colour pencils.  
She showed examples of pictures 
by the following artists: Zoey Yu, 
Sarah Maycock, Victoria 
Semykina, Andrea Serio, Monica 
Rohan and Yann Kebbi. She then 
showed the reference image of 
Durdle Door on the Jurassic coast 
she was going to use for this 
demonstration . 

 
 
Fatima does not use watercolour paper as the rough look is hard to avoid 
unless it is painted in watercolour first and then colour pencils are used over 
this.  Instead she uses cartridge paper.  The paper needs to be thick enough to 
allow the use of a rubber for corrections 110 gsm 

 
Really good quality colour pencils are 
essential.  Fatima recommends 
Polychromos Faber-Castell. To start she 
draws a frame as a guide for the extent of 
the picture.   She likes to sketch the 
drawing with a coloured pencil.  She 
chooses a colour that is present in the 
picture.  This is much less intrusive than a 
graphite pencil and it doesn’t smudge.   
 



Her colour pencils are always sharpened to a fine point.  
She does not waste the sharpenings as they can be 
used to rub colour and shadows into the picture.  She 
does not like to use a black crayon. It is better to build 
up the dark shades with lots of other colours.  
She chooses her colours before she starts her picture 
and she holds them all in her left hand so they are all 
readily available to her.  She was holding around 15 
colours. 
 

 
At the start she keeps her first marks 
very light and she keeps rotating the 
direction so that she builds up the 
intensity of colour without pressing 
too hard.  If you struggle with using 
too much pressure hold the pencil far 
from the tip.  Try to maintain 
transparency.  She uses a cheap white 
colour crayon either under the colour 
to be able to erase colour easily, or 
over the top to mute the shade.   
 
 

In order to create the 
effect of light on the top 
of the rocks, Fatima uses 
her scissors to make a 
template so that when she 
colours to the edge of the 
template, she gets a good 
sharp edge. She wants the 
most contrast at the front 
of this picture.  She wants 
to keep the background 
less distinct. She uses 
graphite in the 
background and then she 
uses her finger to smooth 
and blend it. 

 
 



Fatima does not think of her work 
in terms of the final piece.  She 
concentrates on the process. She 
wants to discover what she likes 
and what she wants to develop.  
She can always try the same 
picture again. Here she is using a 
white crayon to blend and settle 
the pigment into the paper, it 
almost makes it look shiny. She 
will leave areas without colour.  
Here there are areas that are still 
the white of the paper.   

 
Colours are very personal.  Fatima is addicted to pink.  However, it is important 
to use a colour in different areas to ensure a connection between all the parts 
so that the picture holds together.  Fatima used a Polychromos cream to blend 
some colours to make everything softer. She used the graphite for the 
shadows in the background.  Remember graphite reflects light and can become 
a pale grey. It is not black. Use a brush to take away any loose pigment so that 
you don’t smudge the parts you want to stay sharp.  Fatima does not use 
fixative on her work although it is a good idea to use fixative if it is a graphite 
drawing or there is a lot of graphite. 
   
There are many different styles and ways to use colour pencils.  Fatima has just 
illustrated the way she works.  She has been doing some large-scale colour 
pictures that are on her website.  These take a long time to complete.  She 
showed one piece that was much larger in comparison to this evening’s work. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



At the end of the demonstration Fatima showed how she uses a mount to 
frame the picture to judge whether it was working the way she wanted it to.  
She strengthen some of the lines in the foreground and decided to stop. 

 
Materials Fatima used : 
 
Sharpener: Staedler. 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Staedtler-510-10-Sharpener-
Metallic/dp/B00249GB6W/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=steadier+sharpener&qid=1599
866454&sr=8-10 
 
Colour pencils: polychromos Faber-Castell:  
-Set: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Faber-Castell-Polychromos-Colour-Pencils-
Tin/dp/B0007OECK8/ref=asc_df_B0007OECK8/?tag=googshopuk-
21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=226557293237&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17838511934480220684&hvpone=&hvpt
wo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9045751&hvtargid=pla-329366336834&psc=1 
-Single: https://www.pullingers.com/c/72023/faber-castell-polychromos-pencils-single-colours 
 
Eraser: Milan 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Milan-Bl%C3%ADster-gomas-borrar-
White/dp/B006T8O2PG/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=milan+rubber&qid=1599866587&s=digital-skills&sr=1-3 
 
Paper:  
Any cartridge paper from 110 gsm up so it can deal with corrections without making holes into it.  
https://www.hobbycraft.co.uk/seawhite-heavyweight-cartridge-paper-pad-a4/643282-1000  
I have also used the mixed media paper from hobbycraft, however its texture makes the covering a bit tedious 
(and you use a LOT of colour pencil). So unless you have a lot of patience and time, use cartridge paper 
https://www.hobbycraft.co.uk/daler-rowney-mixed-media-spiral-pad-a4/638441-1000 
 
Other:  
-a piece of paper to use for trying colours, mixing them, cleaning the rubber and making stencils out of it 
-scissors  
-brush 


